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Abstract. Based on different realities in the behavior of objects (or measuring transducers) under different 
conditions of loading (for example, if there is normal or external loading), extreme cases are examined, 
when the very same object reacts to loading as the object with distributive parameters. Examined solutions 
to problems are illustrated by numbers of examples. Why it is important to consider those questions and 
use answers correctly in practice is also shown. 
 
Keywords: an object of testing, a structural dynamics, distributive and/or concentrated parameters, 
dynamic errors. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
An analysis of tendency of development of new measuring technologies for perspective directions in a 
considered field of knowledge points to a growing interest in applied and experimental research. This 
problem is not distinguished by special novelty with point of view of physical phenomenon [1, 2]. 
However, solutions regarding problems are illustrated by different approaches and depths of analysis of 
objects behavior; as the rule, results are different too. An understanding of processes in a loaded object 
has drawn attention and found important application in many areas of applied knowledge. 
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How to do quickly proceeding processes influence an object during its relationship with a bar? There is a 
loading, physics of quickly proceeding processes, and an unloading. How can optimal results be achieved? 
It is a known dilemma. Why might a response of very same object so considerably differ from event-to-
event under the same velocity of co-emphasis ‘an object- a bar’? Can the same response be reached; if 
“Yes”, how? Can previous quantitative results be used for evaluation of response based on physical 
phenomenon? Such questions accompany experimenters. There is a law of loading and what is the 
correlation between it and methodical error? What is better to do here for optimizing results? There is a 
law of loading and its relationship with equation of measurements if a measurement does not bring 
‘empirical’ shadow. Different laws of loading are tied with their methodical errors as for the case of 
testing  (measuring transducers (MT), for example). As for studying of response of the real structure, it is 
attractive and important for practice.  The results of comparison including a drop-shock or a drop-test are 
also analysed. One undoubtedly important aspect in system ‘a loading- a response’ is the problem 
addressed the behavior of an object during loading/ unloading (transient processes in an object) which is 
considered in the presented article. 
 
 
2. Impulsive Loading and Reaction of Loaded Object or Transducer 
 
It is known that a law of loading determines physical processes which are formed in the zone of contact 
‘an object- a bar’, in an object, and in a bar. What is named ‘an extreme’ or ‘an abnormal’ loading during 
classical shock although an infra-low velocity of colliding of ‘a object-a bar’ is small? On one hand, what 
are their peculiarities? How does it influence strain rate (ε˚) in an object? 
 
On the other hand, when can an object be presented as a structure with concentrated parameters  
(ε˚/ ε˚cr < 1); i.e., pseudo-uniform distribution ‘stress/ strain’ in object? When is an object a distributed 
structure? General attention in this work is paid conditionally on infra-low-rate relationship in system ‘an 
object- a bar’ (V0 is small and less than 5 m/ s). Theory in the basics of regarding quickly proceeding 
processes is known (for example, [3-7]). A detailed scrupulous description of processes of hitting each 
other in ‘an object- a bar’ isn’t worth while in the general view, because colliding is versatile and specific 
for concrete design of object and a bar, and concrete type of loading. Different realities in a behavior of 
objects (or measuring transducers) under different conditions of loading are (for example, there is normal 
and/or external loading) in order to examine extreme cases. The very same object can react on a loading as 
the object with distributive parameters, or to illuminate double properties. 
 
Let us present some examples. An ideal colliding ‘an object- a bar’ is presented on the Fig. 1. 
 
 

                                                                                    t                 C1 (t )       
            l0                                                                Vo 
 
 
                                                                                                                                    ε˚, ∆T 
                         ρ2(t) C2(t)                                  lb 

                                                                                                                                                    = 
  
                                                                                                                                                    a (t ) 
 

Fig. 1.  Ideal colliding ‘an object- a bar’. The ρ(t) C(t) is a wave resistance of medium. 
 

 
      ρ1(t) C1(t) 
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                             ρ1(t) C1(t) << ρ2(t) C2(t);                                       ∆T - a temperature in zone of  
 l0 << lb                         ρ1(t) C1(t) < ρ2(t) C2(t);                                                  contact,  
                                                                                                              ε˚ - a strain rate.  
 l0 ~ lb                           ρ1(t) C1(t) ~ ρ2(t) C2(t);                                            Strain rate can be over 104 s-1. 
                             ρ1(t) C1(t) > ρ2(t) C2(t). 
 
 
The second example is illustrated by elastic- plastic colliding of ‘an object- a bar’ in zone of contact  
(Fig. 2). 
  
            
                                                                                                                       t         C1 (t) 
 
                                              ρ1(t) C1(t)                                          ∆ τ 
                   
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                       a (t ) 
                                                                                    Fig. 2.  Here is an example based on solution of dynamic   
                                            V0        ρ 2 (t)  C2 (t)                                   task of Hertz. C e  > C e-p >C p.  Time scale is 
                                                                                                                    stretched. 
                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                          
Let us mark those notions strain rate was used only in order to show a presence of influence ε˚ on 
processes in an object and in a bar. Naturally, the interacting surfaces of the object and the bar are not 
ideal (Fig. 3) in reality. 
 
 
                                                                                                          ρ1(t) C1(t) ~ ρ2(t) C2(t);                                        
                             lo           ρ1(t) C1(t)                                            
                                                                                           Vo                          ρ1(t) C1(t) < ρ2(t) C2(t); 
 
                                                                                                                               ρ1(t) C1(t) > ρ2(t) C2(t);                                 
 
                                                                                                              ε˚ > 104 s-1 (see as example [8]). 
            lb                            ρ2 (t) C2 (t) 
                                                                                                           V1   
 
    
 

Fig. 3. An elastic- plastic colliding  “an object- a bar”. 
 
 
The majority of drop- test studies reported in the technical literature focus on identifying damage-sensitive 
features that can be revealed from dynamic response data received from the reaction of measuring 
transducers (read ‘accelerometers’ too). Investigators often assume the object (the MT) is a structure, 
which can be modeled as the linear structure, or quasi-linear mechanical system (before and after loading), 
and attempt to use such models as a basis for extracting the characteristics of the object sensitivity. They 
‘forget’ about more quickly proceeding processes (high strain-rate deformation), which have a place in the 
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result of collision ‘an object- a bar’, and therefore only ‘classical’ model use for description and analysis 
of process. The following example is presented in the Fig. 4. 
 
                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                t 
                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                   1            
                          loi           ρ1(t) C1(t)                     Vo                               2                 
                                                                                                                       3 
 
                                                
                                                  O          
                 lb                   
                                      ρ2 (t) C2 (t)                                                                                             a (t) 
                                                                                                                                                        
 

 
Fig. 4. Typical example of colliding ‘an object (the MT) – a bar’. There are the same notations, which 

were used early on the Fig. 1-3. The O is the point of contact. A time scale is stretched. 
 
 
To reproduce a law of loading when the same processes are generated for the calibration and for testing 
and/ or measurements, or for other goal is crucial- is a ‘gold’ rule of dynamic measurements. 
 
Let us present one more example (Fig. 5) addressing to infra-low rate of loading and ways of 
transformation of loading in ‘measurement channel’ where there is medium, in which such loading must 
be included. Yes, here might be infra-low rate of interaction of surfaces of means of loading 3 and of 
object 2, and high level of loading on the border of surfaces of object 2- the MT 1 (see Fig. 5). A medium 
of object 2 might be as ‘an accelerator’. ‘Accelerator’ is to be dependent on: 
 
- known physical properties of materials from which the MT’s elements are made; 
- a means of loading 3, an object of study 2, and law of their relationship; 
- conditions of formation of processes; 
- gradients of deformations in ‘flaky’ structure of the MT; 
- strain rates; 
- a condition of formation of quickly proceeding processes in the MT, etc. 
 
A ‘kneading’ of processes and adequacy of its reaction of the MT has an important meaning. Processes 
change of dynamics of medium and a dynamically loaded medium changes processes. 
                                                           
   
                                    1                      1 
                                                                                                            
                                                                           2 
                                                                                                              
                             (ρ C) n+1                                                 V1              Fig. 5. An infra-low rate of loading and a 
                                                                                                     measurement. A scale is increased for visualization. 
 
                                                                              3                                       ∆ V= V1 – Vo. 
                               (ρ C) n                                                                            1- The Measuring Transducer,  
                                                                                                                       2- An object of study, 
                                                                      Vo                         3- A means of loading.      
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A difference of transients in the MT for different events of the co-emphasis brings to appearance a 
dynamic error of loading transform ∆ β (t) (here a special type of error is regarded, which isn’t connected 
with variation of measurement equation, and is connected with symbiosis of processes in the object of 
testing or the MT only). Let us present an example (Fig.6). Such an error makes further use of measuring 
information technologies difficult. 
 
 
                                 ∆ β                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
                                                                                                                                      t   

Fig. 6. Here is a dynamic error of loading transform ∆ β as a function of time. 
 
 
The very same MT can react on a loading by doublet. On the one hand, the MT can be the MT with 
mainly distributed parameters. On the other hand, the MT can be the transducer with mixed parameters. 
Let us extend our notion on new level of understanding of this problem. Serious obstacles can cause a 
symbiosis of processes and their result- symbiosis of reactions. There are different laws of loading and 
different methodical error ∆ γ(t) (as a function of time) which may be as in an event of testing, or an event 
of calibration. Losses in accuracy, which can be comparatively palpable, are characterized by the ∆ β (t). 
Such a dynamic error of dynamic transforms makes it difficult to evaluate results of testing in a regarded 
event. A response of the MT reflect how and what the MT felt that influenced processes, how the MT 
extracted processes (quickly proceeding processes and/or quasi-settled), and how extracted information 
was used for decision- making. 
 
 
3. Conclusions 

 
An analysis of processes proceeding inside of object during loading showed that very same low-speed 
normal pre-loading of object (for example, ‘dropped from a height of one meter objects may impact rigid 
surface with very large accelerations’) and different reactions or responses of object can happen. A 
response on the same normal loading can seem as a response on the external loading. 
 
Presented analysis doesn’t claim to give exhaustive answers (it is only provides examples which have a 
direct relation to practical application). However, such results can be used as for applied metrology as for 
engineering application to protect users from a number of mistakes, which could lie as the basis of 
practical decisions. 
 
A general trouble in considering problem is when engineers have attempted ‘to join’ classical physics of 
macro-object to describe dynamics of processes inside of object under impulsive loading (for example, 
[9]) when quickly proceeding processes determine a response of such loaded object (gradients of 
deformation, etc.). This solution cannot ‘see’ proceeding processes inside of object. Therefore, engineers 
cannot have an answer why acceleration can equal approximately hundred thousand meters per second 
under low-speed loading. 
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